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Abstract

Recent successes of contact-guided protein structure prediction methods have revived interest in solving the long-standing problem of ab initio protein structure prediction. With homology modeling failing for many protein sequences that do not have templates, contact-guided structure prediction has shown promise, and consequently, contact prediction has gained a lot of interest recently. Although a few dozen contact prediction tools are already currently available as web servers and downloadable, not enough research has been done towards using existing measures like precision and recall to evaluate these contacts with the goal of building three-dimensional models. Moreover, when we do not have a native structure for a set of predicted contacts, the only analysis we can perform is a simple contact map visualization of the predicted contacts. A wider and more rigorous assessment of the predicted contacts is needed, in order to build tertiary structure models. This chapter discusses instructions and protocols for using tools and applying techniques in order to assess predicted contacts for building three-dimensional models.
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1 Introduction

In the last few years, prediction of protein residue contacts has shown improvement in the field of ab initio protein structure prediction [1–4]. Tertiary structure predictions can benefit from the use of predicted contacts for many reasons. One of the most crucial values of contact-guided protein structure prediction has to do with contact connection information that can give us a better look at the mechanism which causes proteins to fold. For successful ab initio modeling using contacts, the quality of predicted contacts is the most important consideration because for almost all proteins, accurate contact predictions result in correct folds. Since the field of contact prediction is still developing, the question of how the predicted contacts can be appropriately assessed so that we can use them to build three-dimensional models is still subject to discussion, debate and much more research. Given a set or sets of
predicted contacts for a protein sequence, we are exploring novel and potentially transformative techniques to utilize these contacts for building tertiary structure models for proteins. Current techniques include visualization using contact maps, and evaluation using various measures like precision and coverage.

Those researchers exploring the task of building tertiary structure models like Rosetta [5], I-Tasser [6], and RBO-alph [7]—all have started to incorporate contacts to aid their methods. Those focusing on building 3D models primarily using predicted contacts have developed new methods like FRAGFOLD [2], EVFOLD [3], and CONFOLD [5]. For existing structure prediction systems like Rosetta and I-Tasser, a few predicted contacts can be used as additional information to guide the ab initio folding process. On the other hand, it is also important to have a decent number of contacts (for example, those ranging from L/2 to L, where L is the length of the protein) to guide the modeling process to predict protein folds to facilitate tools which build models from scratch, like EVFOLD and CONFOLD. This second group of modeling tools dedicated to building models from scratch is ideal for studying the quality of predicted contacts because they solely rely on contacts to build models, and the results are not biased by other prediction information such as the availability of good fragments.

Whether or not a native structure exists for a set of predicted contacts, a good way to evaluate the predicted contacts is to directly build three-dimensional models using them and observe the 3D models. In this chapter, we will discuss the protocols for using one such method, CONFOLD, available at http://protein.rnet.missouri.edu/confold/. We will also discuss the available tools and techniques for precision and coverage calculations, including improved contact map visualizations. For convenience, we have built a web server, CONASSESS, available at http://cactus.rnet.missouri.edu/conassess/.

## 2 Materials

When the true structure of a protein is known, there are widely used tools to evaluate predicted contacts. When no true structure exists, the only analysis we can perform is visualizations to check the proportion of contact types and ensure a good coverage. The three contact types—short, medium, and long-range—are defined using sequence minimum sequence separation of at least 6, 12, and 24 residues, respectively. For instance, contacts with residue sequence separation more than 11 and less than 24 are defined as medium range contacts. Among these three contact types, long-range contacts are the most important for folding purposes and are also the most difficult to predict [8, 9] (see Note 2). To help study the coverage of predicted contacts we introduce 1D visualization of the
contact coordination number, and to check the proportion of contact types, we discuss improved contact map visualization. When the 3D structure of the sequence is known we can simply calculate precision and coverage of a certain number of selected top contacts as a primary evaluation. Besides precision and coverage, other measures like spread [3], mean error, and $X_d$ [10–12] are important to obtain a highly accurate three-dimensional fold of a protein. We will discuss these techniques in the following sections. All evaluation methods, including precision, $X_d$, coverage, and both 1D and 2D visualization techniques are implemented in our CONASSESS web server.

2.1 Contact Visualization

Visualizing three-dimensional information in lower dimensions is challenging, but as long as we are interested in a particular aspect of the data, simpler visualizations in lower dimensions can be easy and yet effective. A simple technique for 1D representation of predicted residue contacts is to assign numbers to each residue so that the numbers represent the number of contacts that the residue is involved in, also known as the coordination number. For a 1D visualization by showing a single character decimal number below the sequence, residues that are involved in less than nine contacts can be assigned numbers from 1 to 9, and the residues that are involved in more than nine contacts may be assigned a special character like “*.” This visualization technique can show if contacts are clustered in a specific region or spread around evenly, and it is effective when we have fewer contacts to analyze, for example L/10, L/5, L/2, L, or even 2L contacts, where L is the length of the protein. In addition, it is also convenient to compare contacts predicted by multiple sources (see Note 2). An example of a 1D visualization is shown in Fig. 1. The limitation of this visualization technique is that it becomes ineffective when dealing with residues with too many of predicted contacts because all residues will be assigned the “*” character.

Two-dimensional visualization of contacts using contact maps with the help of tools like CMview [13] has been in existence for many decades in the field of proteomics (see Note 4). A slightly different version of the existing contact maps can help us differentiate long-range contacts from others, and also compare contacts from multiple sources, see Fig. 2. To separate the various contact types, different colors may be used for each of the three contact types. Furthermore,

![Fig. 1 An example 1D visualization of coordination numbers for predicted contacts. Top L/5 contacts predicted for the protein 1m8a, using three sources of predicted contacts (CCMPRED, PCONS-CONFUZZ, AND PSICOV), are compared in the lines below the sequence row. The numbers below each residue represent the number of contacts that the residue is involved with, such that every contact increases this number for two residues](image-url)
for each contact prediction source, separate symbols may be used. This allows us to conveniently compare specific contact types of different sources such as long range contacts predicted by two sources. An example of such a contact map visualization is shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 Contact Evaluation

Precision and coverage are two of the most established methods for evaluating predicted protein contacts against a true structure. It is necessary to measure both precision and coverage because often they complement each other (see Note 6). If we evaluate just a few top predicted contacts and observe their high precision, it does not necessarily imply high coverage. Precision, as shown in Eq. 1, is calculated as the ratio of the number of correctly predicted contacts and the total number of predicted contacts. Coverage, however, may be calculated in three ways. The simplest technique, as shown in Eq. 2, is to calculate the number of predicted contacts divided by the total number of contacts in the native structure [10, 11, 14]. Coverage calculated in this way may result in a relatively smaller value because it is fairly difficult to precisely predict all of the (often redundant) neighboring contacts in the native structure.

Precision,

$$P = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where TP is true positive and FP is false positive.

Coverage,
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\[
\text{Cov} = \frac{100 \times TP}{\text{no. of native contacts}}
\]  
(2)

\[
\text{Mean Error} = \sum \left\{ \frac{\text{error}}{\text{TP} + \text{FP}} \right\} \begin{cases} 
\text{error} = d - T & \text{if } d > T \\
\text{error} = 0 & \text{if } d \leq T
\end{cases}
\]  
(3)

where \(d\) is the actual distance of a contact in a native structure, and \(T\) is the distance threshold of the predicted contact.

Distance distribution,

\[
X_d = \sum_{i=1}^{15} \frac{P_{pi} - P_{ai}}{15 \times d_i}
\]  
(4)

where \(P_{pi}\) is the fraction of predicted contacts in bin \(i\), and \(P_{ai}\) — the fraction of all residue pairs in bin \(i\).

The second method of evaluating coverage is distance distribution: \(X_d\) [10–12], measures the weighted harmonic average difference between the distance distribution of predicted contacts and the all-pairs (Eq. 4). Fifteen distance bins cover the range from 0 to 60 Å. The 15 bins include ranges of distances from 0 to 4 Å, 4 to 8 Å, 8 to 12 Å, etc. This score estimates the deviation of the distribution of distances in the list of contacts from the distribution of distances in all pairs of residues in the protein (see Note 5). The Protein Structure Prediction Center sponsored by the US National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIH/NIGMS) has been holding biannual meetings featuring preplanned Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) experiments with specific goals and instructions since 1994. Their goal has been to assist in advancing the current state of the art in protein structure prediction by identifying annual progress and helping to determine where future effort should be most productively focused. CASP6 (2004) focused on precision and \(X_d\), and the data from that experiment has been consistently used for contact evaluation in all the CASP competitions afterwards, including the CASP10 (2012) competition. Marks et al. introduced another method for calculating coverage by calculating the spread of contacts [3]. This is computed as the mean of the distances from every experimental (crystal structure) contact to the nearest predicted contact in the 2D contact map.

2.3 Building 3D Models Using Contacts

The emerging success of contact prediction methods demand more research towards building systems that build 3D models from contacts, and one such state-of-the-art method is CONFOLD [1], designed specifically for predicted contacts. The principal idea behind CONFOLD is to build models in two stages to detect self-conflicting contacts. In the first stage, all input contacts are used to build 3D models and the top ranking model in this stage is checked to find the contacts that are not satisfied with a looser definition of a contact. Then the unsatisfied contacts are ignored, in the second
stage, as the process of building models begins again. Besides removing self-conflicting contacts in the second stage, predicted strands that are close enough are paired to form beta-sheets in order to improve the accuracy and quality of the models. CONFold uses an algorithm known as "distance geometry simulated annealing protocol" implemented in a customized version of a well-established structure determination tool known as the CNS suite [15, 16].

For building 3D models using predicted contacts, the CONFold web server may be utilized. On a benchmark data set of 150 globular proteins, contacts predicted by PSICOV [17] were used as input to build 3D models using CONFold, to find the Pearson correlation coefficient between the precision of top L/2 contacts and the TM-score of the best models as 0.7. This high correlation suggests that the folding method of CONFold is primarily contact-guided, which is ideal for studying the folding information captured in predicted contacts. Unlike many other reconstruction tools, an important feature of CONFold is that it can accept secondary structure information (Helix and Strand predictions) along with beta sheet pairing information. This feature may be exploited by predicting secondary structure using a variety of tools in order to obtain a pool of different secondary structures, and then using them in conjunction with the predicted contacts. For building models, CONFold transforms the input contacts and secondary structures into restraints for guiding the modeling. In addition, the relative weights between contact restraints and secondary structure restraints can be adjusted, giving us more control over our model building experiments.

Besides CONFold, other reconstruction tools may be used for using contacts to build models. Fragment-based ab initio tools like Rosetta and FRAGFold [2] can improve their ab initio models using a just few residue contacts. Both ROSETTA and FRAGFold can be downloaded and run locally. The template modeling tool, Modeller [18], also accepts secondary structures and contacts as input restraints for building 3D models even though it is not well suited for ab initio modeling [1]. Reconstruction tools like FT-COMAR [19, 20] and Reconstruct [21] have shown state-of-the-art performance with true contacts and can accept predicted contacts as input. However, they are not rigorously tested with predicted contacts.

3 Methods

To build 3D models for a given input sequence, we need to decide how many contacts or determine an appropriate maximum number of contacts to consider. When reconstructing using true contacts, we know that this number must be at least 8% of the native
contacts [22]. For predicted contacts, although current evaluations consider the top $L/2$, top $L/5$, and top $L/10$ [10, 11] ($L$ being the length of the protein), the number of predicted contacts needed for reconstruction of a protein depends on many factors. These factors include (a) contact prediction method, (b) model building tool, (c) whether or not additional information is used for modeling, and also (d) the protein structure’s reconstruct-ability. Some recent studies have considered a range of the number of contacts for building models [1–3] and the authors have suggested using up to top $L$ contacts.

Once the number of contacts is decided, visualization techniques like 2D contact maps help to investigate the coverage and proportion of the three contact types (short-, medium-, and long-range). Upon visualization, if we observe that most of the contacts are clustered only around a specific region of the sequence, we can expect the coverage to be low. Similarly, visualization can also depict the proportion of the three contact types. For building 3D models, it is better to have a mixture of all the three contact types making sure that at least some long-range contacts are included. In addition, it may be important to observe the spread of only the long-range contact as they are considered the most important of the three. When multiple methods are used for contact prediction, visualizations also help to observe the overlaps in predicted sets of contacts. In the case that we have the true structure, however, the selected number of top predicted contacts needs to be evaluated by calculating precision and coverage. In addition, to check how much folding information is captured by the contacts, models may be built using CONFOLD. Below we present the steps for contact assessment.

1. Decide on a tool (or tools) for contact prediction. The results of searching for homologous sequences and templates may suggest whether a template-based method, a machine learning-based method like DNCon [14], NNcon [23], or SVMcon [24], a coevolution-based method like CCMPred [25], EPC-map [26], or FreeContact [27], or a hybrid contact prediction method like MetaPSICOV [28] or PconsC2 [29] is appropriate.

2. Determine the number of contacts for assessments. Typically, top $L/10$, top $L/5$, top $L/2$, or top $L$ may be selected.

3. Visualize the predicted contacts using 1D and 2D methods, see Figs. 1 and 2. For a quick visualization submit the predicted contact to the CONASSESS web server. If contacts are predicted using multiple sources, the .RR files should be zipped into a single zip file and then be uploaded.

4. In case a native structure is available, calculate precision, coverage, $X_d$, and mean error using Eqs. 1 through 4 and the measure spread (see Note 3).

5. Build models using CONFOLD
(a) (Optional) Predict secondary structure for the input sequence. If the sequence does not have any homologous sequences, machine learning tools like SSPro [30] may be used. On the other hand, if many homologous sequences exist, sequence-based tools like Psi-blast based secondary structure prediction (PSIPRED) [31] may be considered.

(b) (Optional) Predict beta sheet pairing information using the predicted secondary structure prediction obtained in (a).

(c) Submit the input sequence, predicted contacts (obtained in step 1), secondary structure and beta pairing information (obtained from steps 5a and 5b above) to the CONFOLD web server at http://protein.rnet.missouri.edu/confold/.

(d) Visualize the models by downloading the models from the link received in the e-mail.

## 4 Case Studies

One useful application of CONASSESS is to analyze predicted contacts when a native structure does not exist for the input sequence. As a case study, consider a 163 residue long CASP11 RR target T0763. The predicted contacts are available in a zip file pre-loaded in Set 5 of the pre-curated examples in the CONASSESS web server. Assuming that we do not have a native PDB, we may empty the “native pdb” text field. Once the job is submitted to CONASSESS, it calculates the number of long-range contacts and different numbers of top L/10 to top 2L contacts for each of the predicted contacts in the submitted set. The contact map of top L/10 contacts, shown in Fig. 3, shows the overlap in contacts predicted by the various contact prediction groups (or predictors). Upon observing the visualization of coordination numbers of the top L/10 contacts, we notice that the contacts predicted by most of the groups are well distributed over the sequence, but we may also notice some groups whose predicted contacts are clustered in 3 or 4 regions of the sequence. We may also guess that building models using such clustered contacts does not yield good models, and we may need to select the top L/5 or even the top L contacts from such predictors for model building purposes. In addition, if we plan to build models by combining the contacts predicted by all predictors, we may notice from the contact maps that the total number of contacts may be too many to efficiently work with if we select more than the top L/5 contacts.

Another important application of CONASSESS is to evaluate accuracy of predicted contacts against a known native
structure from multiple, complementary perspectives. We may use contacts predicted from a diverse array of methods and readily compare them. As a second case study, let us consider a 145-residue protein (pdb id 1a3a) available in Set 2 of the examples in the CONASSESS web server. If we predict contacts from the sequence using three state-of-the-art approaches like CCMpred [25], PSICOV [17], and PconsC [32] for this protein in a pseudo-blind fashion, we can use CONASSESS web server to evaluate the accuracy of these predicted contacts using measures such as precision, mean error, coverage, distance distribution, and spread. We can then derive some interesting insights by simple visual inspections in addition to detailed, numerical data made available through CONASSESS web server in the form of tables. Fig. 4 shows a representative example for protein 1a3a. In this case the precision of the predicted contacts by PSICOV is higher compared to CCMpred or PconsC when less top ranked contacts are considered. However, CCMpred or PconsC tends to have higher precision of predicted contacts when more top ranked contacts are considered.
5 Notes

1. Many contact prediction tools often predict many short-range contacts as the confident predictions ranked at the top. Many of these short-range contacts (contacts with small residue sequence separation, usually less than 6 residues) are not always useful if they are the only ones that are used for building models. In a set of top predicted contacts, if the proportion of short-range contacts is high compared to the proportion of long-range contacts, we may need to investigate more to find out if the 3D structure indeed has no (or too few) long-range contacts. The CONASSESS web server may be utilized to check the percentage of short-range contacts in a given set of predicted contacts.

2. Many contact prediction tools may predict contacts clustered in only one or two specific regions of the sequence/structure such as for beta-sheet proteins. Predicting secondary structure using existing tools and visualizing the coordination numbers using a simple 1D technique helps to identify this so that we are able to include more contacts to ensure good coverage.

3. Before contact assessment, make sure that the sequences of predicted contacts and the sequence of the native model are all same. Even if the sequences look similar, scan through the pdb file at least once to check (a) if the file has multiple models (b) if gaps appear in the residue numbering, (c) if residue insertions have been added, and (d) if alternate residues are being used.

4. Visual comparison of contact maps can be misleading. Two contact maps may look similar in contact maps, but the quantitative evaluations can be quite different.
5. The distance distribution score, $X_d$, can have negative values as well. This usually means that the quality of contacts is not good enough because values much higher than 0 usually refer to better contact predictions.

6. It is not surprising to observe high precision values with almost zero coverage for some predicted contacts. For instance, if we are evaluating the top five predicted contacts, and they all are correct, we will get a 100% precision score, but the coverage may be low because five contacts can be too few compared to the total number of contacts in the protein.
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